Robert W. Martin
Miracle-Worker Speech Recognition Script

WHY := Computer why are we doing this | why
NEXT := Computer what is next
YES := Affirmative | yes | ok
NO := Negative | no
STATUS := Computer enumerate status
DONE := Computer I’ve <TASK>
EXECUTE := Computer please <TASK>

<TASK>

ClearPads := cleared the transporter pads
BoardPads := boarded the transporter pads
ScanPlanet := scanned the destination planet
EnterCoords := chosen the transport coordinates <DATA>
Energize := energize the transporters

DropWarp := disengaged the warp drive
VentPlasma := vented the warp plasma
InjectorsOff := turned off the M A injectors
OpenChamber := opened the dilithium chamber
RemoveCrystal := removed the dilithium crystal
SelectCrystal := selected a new dilithium crystal <DATA>
InsertCrystal := inserted the new dilithium crystal
CloseChamber := closed the dilithium chamber
NewPlasma := ionized the warp plasma
InjectorsOn := turned on the M A injectors

DropImpulse := disengaged the impulse engines
PlasmaFlowOff := disengaged plasma flow regulators
EPS Off := disconnected the E P S conduit
RemoveFuel := removed deuterium fuel pod
SelectFuel := selected a new deuterium fuel pod <DATA>
InsertFuel := inserted new deuterium fuel pod
PlasmaFlowOn := engaged plasma flow regulators
EPS On := connected the E P S conduit

<DATA>

LOCATION := At <NUMBER> degrees mark <NUMBER> degrees
CRYSTAL := fresh dilithium crystal | fractured dilithium crystal
FUEL POD := new fuel pod | empty fuel pod